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In this paper we study spherical unitary highest weight representations associated
to a compactly causal symmetric space and use the results to prove estimates for
the corresponding spherical functions of the c-dual non-compactly causal symmetric
space. Such estimates turn out to be useful in determining the spectra of the
associated weighted Bergman spaces.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Causal symmetric spaces come in pairs: compactly causal ones, which are
characterized by the existence of holomorphic discrete series representa-
tions, and non-compactly causal ones, which are characterized by the exist-
ence of invariant orderings with compact order intervals. The relation
between the two types of spaces is c-duality. If GH is a compactly causal
symmetric space and g=h+q the corresponding decomposition of the
symmetric Lie algebra (g, {) associated to GH, then the c-dual symmetric
spaces GcH c are the ones associated to gc :=h+iq. The easiest example
of c-duality of causal symmetric spaces is the correspondence H=
(H_H)2(H) W HC H for a hermitian group H, where 2(H) denotes the
diagonal in H_H. In this case, called the group case, H admits a
holomorphic discrete series and HC H an invariant ordering with compact
order intervals.
Compactly causal symmetric spaces give rise to spherical unitary highest
weight representations (for which the holomorphic discrete series represen-
tations are examples, cf., for example, [O O3 88, HO O3 91, KNO 97, Kr98c]),
whereas non-compactly causal symmetric spaces give rise to spherical func-
tions (cf., for example, [FHO 94, O l97, KNO 98]). As was observed in
[O l97] and worked out, in detail for the group case in [HiN97], there is
an intimate relation between spherical functions on non-compactly causal
symmetric spaces and characters of spherical unitary highest weight
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representions associated to compactly causal symmetric spaces. This rela-
tion is based on analytic continuation and best described in the framework
of Neeb’s holomorphic representation theory for complex involutive semi-
groups (cf., for example, [Ne95]).
In this paper we study spherical unitary highest weight representations
associated to a compactly causal symmetric space GH by embedding G
into the group case G_G via
G/G_G, g [ (g, {(g))
and then restricting spherical representations associated to (G_G)2(G) to
G (Theorem 3.1.4 and Theorem 3.2.1). As a first application of this method
one obtains very good estimates for the growth and boundary behavior
of the corresponding spherical functions .* which are parametrized by a
subset of linear functional * on a Cartan subspace of iq. Our first main
result (Theorem 4.3.4) is an estimate of the type
(\a # A+) .* (a)C c(*)
a*&\ (1+&*&)d
>: # 2n+ (1&e
&2:(log a))m:
.
Here A+ is the exponential image of an open Weyl chamber, c(*) is the
c-function associated to the non-compactly causal symmetric space GcH c,
2+n is the system of non-compact positive roots, and C, d # N are constants
independent of *. This estimate has a variety of applications. It is for
instance a key ingredient in the computation of spectra of invariant Hilbert
spaces of holomorphic functions associated to compactly causal symmetric
spaces, like (weighted) Bergman spaces (cf. [HiKr99, Kr98a]). It is also
important for the determination of the domain of definition as well as the
range of spherical Laplace transforms (cf. [O l97, Sect. 6]).
A second application of our embedding method is the explicit description
of the H-spherical vector in terms of the canonical factor of automorphy
for the bounded symmetric domain GK associated to a compactly causal
symmetric space GH (Theorem 5.2). For special cases such realizations
have been determined in [O O3 88], where they where used to study inter-
twining operators.
Spherical functions for non-compactly causal symmetric spaces GcH c
can be obtained by averaging a suitable Poisson kernel over H c. In the case
that the spherical function is an analytic extension of the character 3* of
a holomorphic discrete series representation ?* of G, we show that the
character itself can be understood as an H c-average of the trace of ?* .
More precisely we show (Theorem 6.3.1) that
|
H c
tr ?* (sh) d+Hc (h)=c(*+\) 3* (s),
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where s is in the interior of the semigroup to which ?* can be analytically
extended, \ is the usual half-sum of positive roots, and c(*+\) is again the
c-function for GcHc. The main tool used in this result is a general averaging
theorem for analytic vectors in unitary spherical highest weight representa-
tions (Theorem 6.2.3).
2. SYMMETRIC SPACES
In this section we review some special facts about symmetric spaces
which will be used later on.
2.1. Compactly Causal Symmetric Spaces. A symmetric Lie algebra is a
pair (g, {), where g is a finite dimensional real Lie algebra and { is an
involutive automorphism of g. We set
h :=[X # g : {(X)=X] and q :=[X # g : {(X)=&X].
We call (g, {) irreducible, if [0] and g are the only {-invariant ideals of g.
If g is semisimple, then there exists a Cartan involution % of g which
commutes with {. We write g=k+p for the corresponding Cartan decom-
position. By subscripts we indicate intersections, for example hk =h & k etc.
Since { and % commute, we have g=hk +hp +qk +qp .
Suppose that G is a simply connected Lie group associated to a
symmetric Lie algebra (g, {). Then { integrates to an involution on G, also
denoted by {, and the fixed point group H :=G{ is connected (cf. [Lo69,
Theorem IV.3.4]). We call the (G, {) the simply connected symmetric pair
associated to (g, {).
Example 2.1.1. Let g be a Lie algebra and g^ :=gg. Then the flip
involution {^(X, Y)=(Y, X) defines a symmetric Lie algebra (g^, {^). The
corresponding eigenspaces are denoted by h :=[(X, X): X # g] and
q^ :=[(X, &X): X # g]. This example is called the group case since for any
connected Lie group G with Lie algebra g and G :=G_G the flip involu-
tion integrates to the flip involution {^(g, g$)=(g$, g) on G and the
symmetric space G H is canonically isomorphic to G. More precisely, the
map G H  G, (x, y) H [ xy&1 is a G -equivariant diffeomorphism, where
G acts on G via (x, y) } g :=xgy&1.
Given two subspaces V, Wg, we write zW (V)=[X # W : (\Y # V)
[X, Y]=0] for the centralizer of V in W. If V=W, we simply write z(V)
instead of zV (V). An irreducible symmetric Lie algebra (g, {) is called com-
pactly causal if z(qk ){[0].
Remark 2.1.2 (cf. [HiKr98, Lemma 2.1.2]). Let (g, {) be a symmetric
Lie algebra. Then the following assertions hold:
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(i) The symmetric Lie algebra (g, {) is compactly causal if and only
if it belongs to one of the following two types:
(1) The Lie algebra g is simple hermitian and z(k)q.
(2) The subalgebra h is simple hermitian and (g, {)$(hh, {^),
where {^ denotes the flip involution {^(X, Y)=(Y, X).
(ii) If (g, {) is compactly causal, then
(a) z(k) & q=RZ0 is one-dimensional,
(b) every maximal abelian subspace bqk is maximal abelian in q
and hp +qk .
We call the simply connected symmetric pair (G, {) associated to a com-
pactly causal symmetric Lie algebra (g, {) a compactly causal symmetric
pair.
One can show that the symmetric space GH associated to a compactly
causal symmetric pair does indeed admit a holomorphic discrete series.
Conversely, if a holomorphic discrete series exists, one can show that the
simply connected covering space is indeed associated to a compactly causal
symmetric pair as above (cf. [Kr98c] for all this).
For the development of the basic structure theory of compactly causal
symmetric Lie algebras it is useful to introduce the following notation: The
c-dual gc of a symmetric pair (g, {) is defined by gc=h+iq, where we
denote the complex linear extension of { to the complexification gC of g
still by {. The prescription %c :=%{| cg defines a Cartan involution on g
c and
we denote by gc=kc+pc the corresponding Cartan decomposition of gc.
Let (g, {) be compactly causal. Then Remark 2.1.2 shows that g is
hermitian and we can use the elaborate structure theory of hermitian
symmetric Lie algebras. We choose a maximal abelian subalgebra iaqk
and extend ia in k to a compactly embedded Cartan subalgebra t of g.
According to Remark 2.1.2(ii)(b) the space a is maximal abelian in iq and
pc. Note that t=th +ia and z(k) & q=RZ0 ia (again by Remark 2.1.2).
We can normalize Z0 such that Spec(ad Z0)=[&i, 0, i] holds (cf. [Hel78,
Chap. VIII, Sect. 7]). We denote by 2 =2 (gC , tC ) the root system of gC
with respect to tC and by 2=2(gc, a) the restricted root system of gc with
respect to a. Note that 2 |a"[0]=2. The corresponding root space decom-
positions are denoted by
gC =tC  
:^ # 2
g :^C and g
c=azh (a) 
: # 2
(gc):.
A root :^ # 2 is called compact if :^(Z0)=0 and non-compact otherwise.
Analogously one defines compact and non-compact roots in 2. Write 2 k
and 2 n for the set of all compact, resp. non-compact, roots in 2 .
Analogously one defines 2k and 2n .
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We fix a positive system 2 + of 2 such that
2 +n :=2
+ & 2 n=[:^ # 2 n : :^(Z0)=i]
holds. Then 2+ :=2 +|a"[0]=2+ (gc, a) is a positive system in 2. We
associate several subalgebras of gc to this positive system:
n= 
: # 2+
(gc):, n = 
: # 2&
(gc):,
n\n = 
: # 2n
\
(gc):, n\k = 
: # 2k
\
(gc):.
Further we set
p\ := 
:^ # 2 n
\
g :^C and g(0) :=hk +iqk g
c.
Remark 2.1.3. (a) The subalgebras p\ and kC of kC are invariant
under complex conjugation with respect to gc and we have p\ & gc=n\n as
well as kC & gc=g(0). Thus the decomposition, gC =p+ kC p& induces
a decomposition gc=n+n g(0)n
&
n of g
c as a sum of subalgebras.
(b) Recall that gc=han. The han-decomposition restricted
to g(0) coincides with an Iwasawa decomposition of g(0) given by g(0)=
k(0)an+k , where k(0) :=h & g(0)=kc & g(0).
Let Gc and GC be the simply connected Lie groups with Lie algebra gc
and gC , respectively. We extend { and % to complex linear involutions on
gC , still denoted by the same letters, and note that these Lie algebra
involutions yield involutions on Gc and GC . By abuse of notation we will
again denote these by { and %. With this notation we introduce some more
groups:
H {-fixed points in G,
H c {-fixed points in Gc,
HC {-fixed points in GC ,
K %-fixed points in G,
K c %-fixed points in Gc
KC %-fixed points in GC .
This is compatible with the notation h=hc, k, kc, hC , kC for the corre-
sponding Lie algebras. Note that even though both, H and Hc, are con-
nected and have the same Lie algebra, they are in general not isomorphic.
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We let HC & KC act on HC_KC from the left by x } (h, k) :=(hx&1, xk)
and denote by
M :=HC_HC & KC KC
the corresponding quotient space. The HC & KC-coset of an element
(h, k) # HC _KC is denoted by [h, k]. If HC
t
and KC
t
denote the universal
coverings of HC and KC , respectively, then we realize, the universal cover
M of M by
M = HC
t
_(HC
t
& KC
t
)0
KC
t
,
where ( HC
t
& KC
t
)0 is the connected identity component of HC
t
& KC
t
.
Further let P\ :=expGC (p
\). Recall that p\ are abelian and that the
exponential mapping expGC |p\ : p
\  P\ is an isomorphism. In particular
P\ is simply connected.
Proposition 2.1.4 (The HC KCP+-decomposition, cf. [Kr98c, Proposi-
tion II.10]). The multiplication mapping
M_P+  GC , ([h, k], p+) [ hkp+
is a biholomorphic map onto its open image HC KCP+ and the open sub-
manifold HCKCP+ is dense in GC with complement of Haar measure zero.
We denote by G(0), A, N, N , N \k , and N
\
n the analytic subgroups of G
c
corresponding to g(0), a, n, n , n\k , and n
\
n .
Remark 2.1.5. (a) In view of the Bruhat decomposition of KC
t
, we
may identify AN +k as a subgroup of KC
t
. Note that N=N +k < N
+
n and so
every n # N can be written uniquely as n=nknn with nk # N +k and nn # N
+
n .
Thus we conclude from Proposition 2.1.4 and [Kr98c, Proposition II.10]
(cf. also Proposition 2.2.1 (ii) below) that the map
H_A_N  M _P+, (h, a, nknn) [ ([h, ank], nn)
is an analytic diffeomorphism onto its image which we denote by HAN.
Accordingly every element s # HAN can be written uniquely as s=
hH(s) aH(s) nH(s) with hH(s) # H, aH(s) # A and nH(s) # N all depending
analytically on s # HAN.
(b) If Dp+ denotes the Harish-Chandra realization of the her-
mitian symmetric space GK and D its conjugate in p&, then we set
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0 :=D & n&n . In the sequel we realize 0 as a subset of N
&
n via the
exponential mapping. Recall from [KNO 98, Lemma 1.18] that
HcAN=0G(0) N +n and N & H
cAN=0 < N &k .
On the other hand 0 can also naturally be realized in M _P+. In par-
ticular, we obtain that the submanifold 0 < N &k of N is naturally included
in M _P+. Denote this realization by N & HAN. Further the HAN-decom-
position and the H cAN-decomposition (cf. [KNO 97, Proposition II.4])
coincide on N & HAN. In the sequel we will use this fact frequently without
further mentioning.
2.2. Cones and Semigroups. Let (G, {) be a compactly causal symmetric
pair associated to the symmetric Lie algebra (g, {) and 2 +=2 + (gC , tC )
the positive system from Subsection 2.1. Then
C max=[X # t : (\: # 2 +n ) i:(X)0]
is called the maximal cone in t since it occurs as the trace in t of a maximal
regular G-invariant cone W max in g. That cone can be obtained from C max
by taking the closure of G } C max (cf. [Ne99, Chap. VII]). Consider the
H-invariant convex cone Wmax :=W max & q and denote its interior in q by
W 0max .
Denote by G1 the analytic subgroup of GC with Lie algebra g. If expGC :
gC  GC is the exponential map, then Lawson’s Theorem (cf. [La94])
shows that Smax, 1 :=G1 expGC (iW max) is a closed subsemigroup of GC , the
maximal complex Ol ’shanski@$ semigroup, and the polar map
G1_W max  Smax, 1 , (g, X) [ g exp(iX)
is a homeomorphism.
Let Smax be the universal covering semigroup of Smax, 1 and write
Exp: g+iW max  Smax for the lifting of expGC |g+iW max : g+iW max  Smax, 1 .
Then it is easy to see that Smax=G Exp(iW max) and that there is a polar
map
G_W max  S, (g, X) [ g Exp(iX)
which is homeomorphism. Let W 0max denote the interior of W max . Then the
subsemigroup S 0max=GExp(iW
0
max) of Smax is called the interior of Smax . It
is fact an open semigroup ideal in Smax which carries a natural complex
structure for which the semigroup multiplication is holomorphic. Further
the prescription s= g Exp(iX) [ s*=Exp(iX) g&1 defines on Smax the
structure of an involutive semigroup. Note that the involution is
antiholomorphic on S 0max .
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Proposition 2.2.1 [Kr98c, Proposition II.10]. (i) Smax, 1 HC KCP+.
(ii) If j: Smax, 1  M_P+ denotes the injection obtained from the
isomorphism in Proposition 2.1.4, then j lifts to an inclusion mapping
}~ : Smax  M _P+.
2.3. Embedding into the Group Case. Recall the definitions of (g^, {^) and
(G , {^) from Example 2.1.1.
Definition 2.3.1. Let (g, {) be a symmetric Lie algebra and (G, {) the
associated simply connected pair. Then on the level of symmetric Lie
algebras we have a canonical inclusion mapping
(g, {)/(g^, {^), X [ (X, {(X)).
On the group level we obtain an embedding G/G , g [ (g, {(g)) and on
the level of symmetric spaces the embedding
GH/G H , (gH) [ (g, {(g)) H .
We call these inclusions embeddings into the group case.
Let H be a Hilbert space and H* its dual. Recall that
H  H*, v [ v*; v*(w)=(w, v)
is an antilinear isometry. We write B2 (H) for the Hilbert space of
HilbertSchmidt operators on H and & }&2 for the HilbertSchmidt norm
on B2 (H). The mapping
HH*  B2 (H), vw* [ Pv, w ; Pv, w (u) :=(u, w) v (2.3.1)
gives rise to an isomorphism between the Hilbert space tensor product
H H* and B2 (H).
If (?, H) is a unitary representation of a group G and (?*, H*) the
corresponding dual representation, let (?^, B2 (H)) be the unitary represen-
tation of G =G_G given by ?^(g, h) } A=?(g) A?(h)*. Note that the
representation (?^, B2 (H)) is unitarily equivalent to (??*, H H*) via
the isomorphism (2.3.1).
Lemma 2.3.2. Let (G, {) be a symmetric Lie group associated to a sym-
metric Lie algebra (g, {) and (?, H) a unitary representation of G. If
_: gC  gC is the complex conjugation with respect to the real form gc, then
we have the following formula for the action of d?^ restricted to gC
(\v, w # H)(\X # gC ) d?^(X) } Pv, w=Pd?(X) } v, w+Pv, d?(_(X)) } w .
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Proof. Since both sides are complex linear in X, it suffices to check the
asserted formula for elements X # g. Note that {(X)=_(X) for X # g. Thus
d?^(X) } Pv, w =
d
dt } t=0 ?^(exp(tX)) } Pv, w
=
d
dt } t=0 P?(exp(tX)) } v, ?(exp(tr(X))) } w
=Pd?(X) } v, w+Pv, d?({(X)) } w ,
as was to be shown. K
3. SPHERICAL REPRESENTATIONS
Let G be a Lie group and H a Hilbert space. If (?, H) is a unitary
representation of G, then v # H is called analytic, resp. smooth, if the orbit
map G  H, g [ ?(g) } v is analytic, resp. smooth. We denote by H| the
vector space of analytic vectors of (?, H) and by H the spaces of smooth
ones. There is a natural locally convex topology on H| for which the
represent (?|, H|) of G on H| is continuous (cf. [KNO 97, Appendix]).
The strong antidual of H| is denoted by H&| and the elements of H&|
are called hyperfunction vectors. The space of smooth vectors H carries
a natural Fre chet space topology. Its strong antidual, the space of distribu-
tion vectors, is denoted by H&. Note that there is a natural chain of con-
tinuous inclusions
H| /H/H/H&/H&|.
The natural extension of (?, H) to a representation on the space of hyper-
function vectors is denoted by (?&|, H&|) and given explicitly by
(?&| (g) } &, v) :=(&, ?| (g&1) } v) .
If HG is a closed subgroup, then we write (H&|)H for the set of all
those elements & # H&| satisfying ?&| (h) } &=& for all h # H. The unitary
representation (?, H) is called H-spherical if there exists a cyclic vector
& # (H&|)H for (?&|, H&|).
If (?* , H*) is a unitary highest weight representation of G with respect to
2 + and highest weight # i t*, then we have quite a good description of
H|* : Denote by B(H*) the C*-algebra of bounded operators on H* . Recall
from [Ne99, Th. XI.4.8] that (?* , H*) has a natural extension to a
holomorphic representation ?* : Smax  B(H*) of Smax , i.e., ?* is strongly
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continuous, holomorphic when restricted to S 0max and satisfies ?* (s*)=
?* (s)* for all s # Smax . Let now X # W 0max be an arbitrary element. Then the
analytic vectors of (?* , H*) are given by
H|* = .
t>0
?* (Exp(tiX)) } H*
and the topology on H|* is the finest locally convex topology for which
the maps H*  H
|
* , v [ ?* (Exp(tX)) } v are continuous for all t>0
(cf. [KNO 98, Proposition A.5]).
3.1. Finite Dimensional Spherical Representations. Let g be a semi-
simple real Lie algebra and g=k+p a Cartan decomposition with corre-
sponding Cartan involution denoted by %. We choose a maximal abelian
subspace a of p and a Cartan subalgebra tC of gC containing a. Consider
root systems 2=2(g, a) and 2 =2 (gC , tC ) and pick two positive systems
2+, 2+ of 2, 2 that are compatible, i.e., 2 + | a"[0]=2
+. In the sequel we
identify a*C as a subspace of t*C via the identification a*C $(tC & kC )=C t*C . If
* # t*C is a linear functional, then we denote by *
:= 12(*&*
%) its restriction to
aC . Here *% :=* b % is the functional acted upon by % via the dual action.
Lemma 3.1.1. For all : # 2 with non-zero restriction :

# 2 we have
(:, :)
(:

, :

)
# [1, 2, 4].
Further:
(i) (:, :)(:

, :

)=1 if and only if :=:

.
(ii) (:, :)(:

, :

)=4 if and only if 2:

# 2.
Proof. This follows from [He78, Chap. Vll, Lemma 8.4, and Chap. X,
Ex. F4,5]. K
If * # t*C is dominant integral with respect to 2 +, then we denote by F(*)
the corresponding irreducible gC -module. We say F(*) is spherical if there
exists an 0{&0 # F(*) which is annihilated by k. If F(*) is spherical, we call
the highest weight * spherical as well.
Lemma 3.1.2 (Helgason). The gC -module F(*) is spherical if and only if
the following two conditions are satisfied
(1) *| tC & kC=0, i.e., * # a*.
(2) (*, :

)(:

, :

) # Z+ for all restricted roots :

# 2(a, g).
Proof. See [He84, Chap. V, Theorem 5.1]. K
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Proposition 3.1.3. Let 4 # t*C be the set of all dominant integral weights
and 4s the subset of all spherical ones. Then the mapping
4  4s , * [ *&*%=2*
is defined and onto. In fact 124s 4.
Proof. The fact that this map is well defined follows from [GV88,
Proposition 3.4.7]. For the surjectivity it suffices to show that 12* is domi-
nant integral with respect to 2 + for each * # 4s a*t*C . Thus we have
to show that
2(*, :)
(:, :)
# Z+
for all roots : # 2 +. If (:, :)(:

, :

) # [1, 2] this is immediate from
Lemma 3.1.2. For (:, :)(:

, :

)=4 Lemma 3.1.1 implies that 2:

# 2+ so
that Lemma 3.1.2 yields
2
(*, :)
(:, :)
=
(*, :

)
2(:

, :

)
=
(*, 2:

)
(2:

, 2:

)
# Z+
and hence the claim. K
Fix a finite dimensional gC-module F(+) with highest weight + # 4 and
highest weight vector v+ . We denote the simply connected complex Lie
group with Lie algebra gC by GC and write (?+ , F(+)) for the corresponding
representation of GC . We assume that F(+) carries a Hilbert space struc-
ture such that ?+ restricted to the (compact) analytic subgroup U with Lie
algebra k+ip is unitary. Note that in this situation B2 (F(+)) is simply the
algebraic tensor product of F(+) and F(+)*.
Let K be the analytic subgroup of U with Lie algebra k. Since k is
the fixed point algebra of an involution on k+ip, the group K is closed,
hence compact. Finally we denote the centralizer of a in K by M and its
connected component by M0 . Then M and M0 are compact.
Theorem 3.1.4. Consider GC as a subgroup of GC _GC via the em-
bedding @: GC  GC _GC , g [ (g, %(g)), where % is the holomorphic extension
of the Cartan involution. Let (?* , F(*)) be a spherical representation of GC
and + # 4 be such that *=+&+% (cf. Proposition 3.1.3). Then the following
assertions hold:
(i) The element PMv+ , v+ :=M ?^+ (m) } Pv+ , v+ d+M (m) # B2 (F(+)) is
non-zero.
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(ii) PMv+ , v+ is a 2
+-primitive element of tC -weight *=+&+% # 4s with
respect to the representation ?^|FC . This means that
(\X # tC ) d?^+ (X) } PMv+ , v+=*(X) } P
M
v+ , v+
.
and
(\:^ # 2 +, Y # g :^C ) d?^+ (Y) } P
M
v+ , v+
=0.
(iii) The GC-module generated by PMv+ , v+ is isomorphic to F(*) and in
particular spherical.
(iv) If *=2+, then the multiplicity of F(*) in B2 (F(+)), viewed as
GC -modules, is one.
Proof. (i) Note first that ?^+ is unitary when restricted to U and
I := idF(+) # B2 (F(+)) is fixed under ?^+ | ?^ . Since M  ?^ it follows in
particular that
(PMv+ , v+ , I)=Pv+ , v+ , |M ?^+ (m) } I d+M (m)
=(Pv+ , v+ , I) =tr Pv+ , v+=(v+ , v+){0,
proving our a claim.
(ii) Denote the complex linear extension of % again by %. We want to
apply Proposition 2.3.2 to the unitary representation ?+ | U , where
(k+ip, %) is viewed as a symmetric Lie algebra. The c-dual of k+ip is then
g so that _: gC  gC is the complex conjugation with respect to g. Let g=
azh (a): # 2 g: be the restricted root decomposition of g, m :=zk (a)
and n\ :=: # 2\ g:. Then m is the Lie algebra of M and g=
n+ man&.
In order to complete the proof of (ii) it suffices to show the following
two identities:
(\X # tC ) d?^+ (X) } PMv+ , v+ =*(X) } P
M
v+ , v+
. (3.1.1)
(\Y # m+n+) d?^+ (Y) } PMv+ , v+=0. (3.1.2)
It is clear that PMv+ , v+ is annihilated by mC and in particular by tC &
kC mC . Therefore, we only have to check (3.1.1) for elements X # a. In
view of Lemma 2.3.2 we have for X # a that
d?^+ (X) } Pv+ , v+ =Pd?+(X) } v+ , v++Pv+ , d?+(_(X)) } v+=2+(X) } Pv+ , v+
=(+&+%)(X) } Pv+ , v+=*(X) } Pv+ , v+ .
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Since M centralizes a, it therefore follows that d?^+ (X) } PMv+ , v+=*(X) }
PMv+ , v+ for all X # a, proving (3.1.1).
Using d?^+ (Y) } v+=0 and _(Y)=Y for all Y # n+, we conclude again
from Lemma 2.3.2 that d?^+ (Y) } Pv+ , v+=0 for all Y # n
+. Thus the fact that
M normalizes n+ gives that d?^(Y) } PMv+ , v+=0 for each Y # n
+, Proving
(3.1.2).
(iii) This is an immediate consequence of (ii) and Lemma 3.1.2.
(iv) If V is a gC -module, denote by V % the module V equipped with
the %-twisted action
gC_V  V, (X, v) [ %(X) } v
With this notation the gC -module B2 (F(+)) is isomorphic to F(+)
(F(+)*)%. Note that for every highest weight module F(_) one has F(_)%$
F(s_%), where s denotes an element of the Weyl group W of the pair
(gC , tC ) such that s_% is dominant. Denote by s0 the longest element of W
and recall that F(_)*$F(&s0 _).
At this point we note that the hypothesis 2+=* implies that &+% is
dominant integral so that we get the following chain of gC -module
isomorphisms
B2 (F(+))$F(+) (F(+)*)%=F(+)F(&s0 +)%$F(+)F(&+%). (3.1.3)
Now it is clear that the multiplicity of F(*)=F(+&+%) in B2 (F(+)) is
equal to one. K
Note that the above proof shows that we can replace M by any open
subgroup of M in the statement of Theorem 3.1.4.
Remark 3.1.5. Typically we will apply the results of this subsection
either to a Lie algebra of the type gc or to a Lie algebra of type g(0)$=
[g(0), g(0)] for a compactly causal symmetric Lie algebra (g, {). If bqk
is maximal abelian in qk , then a=ib is maximal abelian in pc=hp +iqk
and in iqk . Choose a Cartan subalgebra t of k containing b, then t is a
Cartan subalgebra of g and tC is a Cartan subalgebra of gC =gcC and of
g(0)C =kC containing a. Thus in the g(0)$-case we have to deal with the
center of k separately.
3.2. Embedding of Unitary Spherical Highest Weight Representations.
Let now (g, {) be a compactly causal symmetric Lie algebra and G the
simply connected group with Lie algebra g.
For * # it* dominant integral with respect to 2 +k the associated
generalized Verma module
N(*) :=U(gC ) U(kCp+) F(*)
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is a highest weight module of g with respect to 2 + and highest weight *
(cf. [EHW83]). We denote by L(*) the unique irreducible quotient of
N(*). If L(*) is unitarizable, we denote the corresponding unitary highest
weight representation of the simply connected group G with Lie algebra g
by (?* , H*).
Recall the notation from Remark 3.1.5 and suppose (?* , H*) is a unitary
highest weight representation of G with highest weight * such that its
restriction (?K* , F(*)) to K is H & K-spherical. In view of z(kC )qC we can
apply Theorem 3.1.4 to g(0)$ to find a dominant integral weight + # 4 such
that *=+&+{ # 4s and kC -equivariant embedding F(*)  B2 (F(+)). We
denote the highest weight vector of F(*) that gets mapped to PMv+ , v+ by v* .
Theorem 3.2.1 (Realization in the Group Case). Suppose that L(+) is
unitarizable. Then
(i) The prescription v* [ PMv+ , v+ gives rise to an isometric G-inter-
twiner
(?* , H*)  (?^+ |G , B2 (H+)).
(ii) Consider H* as a subspace of B2 (H+). Then H* is contained in
B1 (H+), the space of trace class operators on H+ , and the trace restricted to
H* is an H-fixed distribution vector. In particular, (?* , H*) is H-spherical
and (H&* )
H=(H&|* )
H.
Proof. (i) Consider the U(gC )-module L$(*) :=U(gC ) } PMv+ , v+ . We
claim that L$(*) is a highest weight module for U(gC ) with highest weight
*. In view of Theorem 3.1.4, it remains to check that PMv+ , v+ is annihilated
by n+. As the elements of F(+) are annihilated by n+ (cf. [Ne99,
Corollary VI.2.19]), _|n+=idn+ , the claim follows in view of Lemma 2.3.2.
The module L$(*) is unitarizable since L(+)L(+)* is. Therefore L$(*)
is irreducible, whence L(*)$L$(*), and we obtain an isometric embedding
H*  B2 (H+) which is gC-equivariant on smooth vectors and therefore also
G-equivariant.
(ii) The first assertion follows from Theorem A.2, because (in the
notation of the appendix) H* D
 (Z0) and HH . It is clear that tr|H*
is non-zero, and so (?* ; H*) is H-spherical. The last statement follows from
the fact that (H&|* ) is at most, one-dimensional (cf. [HiKr98, Proposi-
tion 2.3.2(il)]). K
Remark 3.2.2. Recall the definition of the element Z0 # z(k) from
Section 1 and define ‘ # iz(k)*i t* by ‘(iZ0)=1. For * # i t* dominant
integral with respect to 2 +k and z # R we set *z :=*+z‘. Then the
classification of unitary highest weight modules (cf. [EHW83]) implies
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that L(*z) becomes unitarizable as well as L(*z)=N(*z), provided z is
sufficiently negative.
In particular if * # a* is a spherical highest weight and + is such that
*=+&+r, then we have *z=+z2&+{z2 , since Z0 # q. Thus if z is negative
enough, L(+z2) is unitarizable and Theorem 3.2.1 applies for *=*z .
4. THE BASIC INEQUALITY FOR SPHERICAL FUNCTIONS
In this section we give a detailed study of spherical functions on the
ordered symmetric c-dual space GcH c of GH. In particular, we examine
growth and boundary behavior of these functions.
On Riemannian symmetric spaces the information on the growth of
spherical functions is encoded in Harish-Chandra’s inequality (cf. [GV88,
Theorem 4.6.8]). Here we prove an inequality of this type for ordered
symmetric spaces. From this basic inequality one can read of a lot of
useful information relevant in the study of invariant Hilbert spaces of
holomorphic functions associated to the spaces GH (cf. [HiKr99,
HiKr98]).
4.1. Characters and Spherical Functions. The exponential map expKCt |a :
a  A is an isomorphism and hence has an inverse which we denote by
log: A  a. For each * # a*C and a # A we set a*=e*(log a). Recall the nota-
tion from Remark 2.1.5.
Definition 4.1.1. (a) (The c-function) Let \ := 12 tr adn | a . Then we
associate to * # a*C the following c-function,
c(*) :=|
N & (HAN)
aH(n )&(*+\) d+N (n )
provided the integral exists (cf. [FHO94, KNO 98]). We write E for, the
set of all * # a*C for which c is defined.
(b) (Spherical functions) Recall that we can both Smax and HAN
realize in the manifold M _P+ (cf. Proposition 2.2.1). If * # a*C , then the
spherical function with parameter * is defined by
.* : S 0max & HAN  C, s [ |
H
aH(sh)*&\ d+H(h)
whenever the defining integral exists (cf. [FHO 94, KNO 98]). Denote by
E0 the subset of a*C consisting of those * for which .* is defined. Note that
EE0 (cf. [FHO 94, Theorem 6.3]).
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Definition 4.1.2 (The Character of a Spherical Representation). Let
(?* , H*) be an H-spherical unitary highest weight representation, 0{
(H&|* ) and v* a highest weight vector. Then we define the character 3* of
(?* , H*) by
3* : S 0max  C, s [
(v* , v*)
|(&, &*) | 2
(?&|* (s) } &, &) .
Here we use the convention that (v, &) :=(&, v) for v # H|* , & # H
&|
* .
Note that 3* is an H-biinvariant holomorphic function on S 0max (cf.
[KNO 97, Lemma V.6]).
Proposition 4.1.3 (The Relation between Characters and Spherical
Functions, cf. [Kr98c, Theorem V.3]). Let (?* , H*) be an H-spherical
unitary highest weight representation of G such that *+\ # E holds. Then the
character 3* of (?* , H*) and the spherical function .*+\ are related by
(\s # S 0max & HAN) 3* (s)=
1
c(*+\)
.*+\ (s).
In particular, .*+\ extends naturally to an H-biinvariant holomorphic
function on S 0max .
4.2. Estimating Characters. Proposition 4.1.3 suggests to approach
estimates for spherical functions by first considering the characters of
spherical highest weight representations. To do that, we have to introduce
some additional notation: Let W be the Weyl group of the pair (kC , tC ),
write & }& for a (arbitrary, but fixed) norm on a*, and denote the
closed Weyl chamber in a corresponding to 2+ by a+ :=[X # a :
(\: # 2+) :(X)0]. For each : # 2 we put m: :=dim(gc):. Finally, we set
A+ :=Exp(a+), SA :=S 0max & A=exp(iC
0
max) and S
+
A :=SA & A
+.
Theorem 4.2.1. Let (?* , H*) be an H-spherical unitary highest weight
representation of G with L(*)=N(*). Then the character 3* satisfies the
inequality
(\a # SA) 3* (a)C
supw # W aw } * (1+&*&)d
>: # 2n+ (1&e
&2:(log a))m:
,
where C, d # N are independent of *.
Proof. Fix * and let + # it* be as in Section 3.2. Denote by N(+)* the
tC -finite vectors the algebraic dual of N(+) and note that N(+)N(+)* is
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a highest weight module for g^. Thus the universal property of the
generalized Verma module N(*) gives a g-equivariant embedding
L(*)=N(*)/N(+)N(+)*.
For the rest of this proof we identify N(*) as a submodule of N(+)N(+)*.
Let ( } , } ) denote a nonzero contravariant form on N(+) (Shapovalov
form) and write (( } , } )) for the corresponding form on N(+)N(+)*.
Then (( } , } )) | L(*)_L(*) is a nonzero contravariant form on L(*). By the
uniqueness of the contravariant forms on the generalized Verma modules
up to positive scalar multiples we thus may assume that restriction of
(( } , } )) to L(*) coincides with the inner product induced from H* . In
particular we get an embedding L(*)/L(+)L(+)*.
Note that the L(+)L(+)* is algebraically h -spherical; an h -fixed
antilinear functional is defined by
(\v # L(+))(\: # L(+)*) I(v:) :=:(v).
We claim that &0 :=I |L(*) is the restriction of an H-fixed hyperfunction
vector & # H&|* . In fact, this follows from the fact that the dimension of the
space of h-fixed antilinear functionals on L(*) is one (cf. [HiKr98,
Lemma 3.1.2]).
Note that & satisfies |(&, v*) |2(v* } v*) =1. Therefore the definition of
3* gives
(\s # S 0max) 3* (s)=(?
&|
* (s) } &, &) . (4.2.1)
Let ( } , } ) be a tC -invariant inner product on L(+) obtained from ( } , } )
by switching the negative signs of ( } , } ) on the different weight spaces
(note that these are finite dimensional). Denote by (( } , } )) the inner
product on L(+)L(+)* induced from ( } , } ).
Let (vn)n # N be an orthonormal basis of L(+) consisting of tC -weight vec-
tors. Then we have I(v:)=n # N (vn , v) :(vn). For each +n # t*C denote
the weight corresponding to vn . In view of (4.2.1) we now get for all a # SA
3* (a)=((?^+ (a, a) } I, I ))= :
n # N
a2+n(vn , vn)
=trL(+) (?+ (a2))trN(+) (?+ (a2)). (4.2.2)
By the character formula for N(+) (cf. [Ne99, Chap. IX]) we have
(\a # SA) trN(+) ?+ (a)=
3K+ (a)
> :^ # 2 n+ (1&a
&:^)
, (4.2.3)
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where 3K+ denotes the character of the finite dimensional representation of
KC
t
on F(+). In order to give an estimate for 3K+ (a) we assume first a # S
+
A
so that
tr ?K+ (a)a
+ dim F(+)
and use Weyl’s dimension formula to see that
dim F(+)C(1+&+&)d,
where C and d are constants which depend on g but not on +. For general
a # SA we take the maximum of the right hand sides over a Weyl group
orbit and obtain
(\a # SA) 3K+ (a)C sup
w # W
aw } + (1+&+&)d. (4.2.4)
By Proposition 3.1.3 we may assume that += 12*. Thus taking (4.2.2),
(4.2.3) and (4.2.4) together we obtain for all a # SA that
3* (a)
3K+ (a
2)
> :^ # 2 n+ (1&a
&2:^)
=
3K+ (a
2)
>: # 2n+ (1&a
&2:)m:
C
supw # W aw } * (1+&*&)d
>: # 2n+ (1&a
&2:)m:
.
This proves our theorem. K
4.3. The Shift Inequalities. Using Proposition 4.1.3 and Theorem 4.2.1
we, can estimate spherical functions for certain integral parameters. In this
subsection we extend the inequality to all parameters. Our main tool will
be two shift inequalities describing the monotonicity of .* under a
parameter shift * [ *++.
For each : # 2+ we define its coroot :$ # a by :$ # [[X, {(X)]: X # (gc):]
and :(:$ )=2. We write
Cmin :=cone([:$ : : # 2+n ]) and C2 k :=cone([:$ : : # 2
+
k ])
for the closed convex cones generated by the coroots of the positive non-
compact, resp. compact roots.
Lemma 4.3.1. The following inclusion holds
log aH(N & HAN)&Cmin+C2 k .
Proof. Let N &k , N
&
n be the analytic subgroups of N corresponding to
n&k and n
&
n . Recall from [KNO 98, Lemma I.18(iv)] that N =N
&
k &N
&
n and
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that N & HAN=N &k 0. In particular, each n # N & HAN can be written as
n =n kn n and so
aN(n )=aH(n kn n)=aH(n k) aH(hH(n k) n n) # aH(N &k ) aH(0),
where the last inclusion follows from [KNO 98, Lemma 1.18]. By
[KNO 98, Corollary IV.4] we have log aH(0) &Cmin , while as a conse-
quence of [Wal88, Appendix 3.A.2] we have log aH(N &k )C2 k . Now the
claim follows easily. K
Denote the dual cones of Cmin and C2 k in a* by C Cmin and C2
C
k . Further,
let W be the Weyl group for the pair (k & h, a).
Theorem 4.3.2 (Shift Inequalities). The following assertions hold:
(i) For + # &C Cmin and * # a* & E0 the following inequality holds
(\a # SA) .*++ (a) sup
w # W
aw } +.* (a).
In particular, if + # C Cmin & C2
C
k , then
(\a # S +A ) .*++ (a)a
+.* (a).
(ii) Suppose that * # E & a* and define the normal spherical function
by .~ *=1c(*) .* . Then for all ! # &C Cmin & (22 k)
= we have the inequality
(\a # SA) .~ *+! (a)a+.~ * (a).
Proof. (i) First note that Lemma 4.3.1 implies *++ # E for all * # E. Fix
a # SA and choose w0 # W such that w0 } +(log a)=supw # W w } +(log a) holds.
Recall Neeb’s nonlinear convexity theorem (cf. [HiO l96, Theorem 5.5.13]):
(\a # A) log aH(aH)=conv(W } log a)+Cmin .
Thus by our assumptions on + we have aH(ah)+aw0 } + for all h # H. Now
we get
.*++ (a)=|
H
aH(ah)*++&\ d+H(h)
=|
H
aH(ah)+ aH(ah)*&\ d+H(h)
aw0 } + |
H
aH(ah)*&\ d+H(h)=aw0 } +.* (a),
proving (i).
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(ii) Recall from [KNO 98, Lemma IV.1] the following formula for
the spherical functions
(\a # SA)
.* (a)=a*&\ |
N & HAN
aH(an a&1)*&\ aH(n )&(*+\) d+N (n ), (4.3.1)
which holds for all * # E0 . Lemma 4.3.1 implies aH(n )&!1 for all
n # N & HAN and ! # &C Cmin & (22 k)
=. Thus we get from (4.3.1) that
.*+! (a)
a!a*&\ |
N & HAN
aH(an a&1)*+!&\ aH(n )&(*+\) d+N (n ), (4.3.2)
for all a # SA .
Fix * # E, a # SA and consider the function
Fa :R+  R+;
Fa(t): =
1
c(*+t!) |N & HAN aN(an a
&1)*+t!&\ aH(n )&(*+\) d+N (n ).
Writing the N & HAN-integrals as certain Laplace transforms on
log aH(H & HAN)a* as in [KNO 98], one checks that Fa is differen-
tiable. We claim that Fa is non-decreasing, i.e., F $a(t)0 for all t0. By
the definition of c(*) and the chain rule we get
F $a(t)=
1
c(*+t!)2 |N & HAN |N & HAN aH(an 1 a
&1)*+t!&\ aH(n 1)&(*+\)
_aH(n 2)&(*+t!+\) (!(log aH(an 1a&1))
+!(log aH(n 2))) d+N (n 1) d+N (n 2).
Lemma 4.3.1 together with [HiO l96, Corollary 5.5.14] implies !(log
aH(an 1a&1))+!(log aH(n 2))0 and thus F $a(t)0 for all t0. Finally,
(4.3.1), (4.3.2), and the monotonicity of Fa yield
.~ *+! (a)=
1
c(*+!)
.*+! (a)a!a*&\Fa(1)a!a*&\Fa(0)=a!.~ * (a),
as was to be shown. K
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Lemma 4.3.3. The following assertions hold:
(i) The domain E0 is W-invariant and we have
E0 & C2 Ck =[* # C2 k*: (\: # 2
+
n )(*+w0 } \, :)<1],
where w0 denotes the longest element of W.
(ii) We have E & a*=E0 & C2 Ck .
Proof. The first assertion in (i) follows from the most recent version of
[O l97, Theorem 3.10], while (ii) is part of [KNO 98, Lemma IV.7]. K
Theorem 4.3.4 (The Basic Inequality for Spherical Functions). For
* # E & a* we have
(\a # S +A ) .* (a)C c(*)
a*&\ (1+&*&)d
>: # 2n+ (1&e
&2:(log a))m:
,
where C, d # N are independent of *.
Proof. If * # a* is an h & k-spherical highest weight and satisfies the
condition
(\: # 2+n ) (*+\, :)<0, (RDS)
then * belongs to the relative discrete series of GH, i.e., there exists a
spherical unitary highest weight representation (?* , H*) which is relatively
square integrable on GH (cf. [Kr98c, Theorem IV.12]).
Fix * # E. Then in view of Lemma 4.3.3 and the preceding remark we can
find ! # &C Cmin & (22 k)
= and + # C Cmin&C2
C
k such that *+!&+ # E and
*+!&+&\ is a highest weight corresponding to a representation of the
relative discrete series. Proposition 4.1.3 and Theorem 4.3.2(i), (ii) show for
all a # S +A
.* (a)=c(*) .~ * (a)c(*) a&!.~ *+! (a)
=
c(*)
c(*+!)
a&!.*+! (a)
c(*)
c(*+!)
a&!++.*+!&+ (a)
=c(*)
c(*+!&+)
c(*+!)
a&!++.~ *+!&+ (a)
=c(*)
c(*+!&+)
c(*+!)
a&!++3*+!&+&\ (a).
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Now Theorem 4.2.1 gives that
.* (a)C c(*)
c(*+!&+)
c(*+!)
a*&\ (1+&*+!&+&\&)d
>: # 2n+ (1&e
&2:(log a))m:
with C, d # N independent of *. Since + # C Cmin & &C2
C
k , Lemma 4.3.1
implies c(*+!&+)c(*+!)1 and so
.* (a)C c(*)
a*&\ (1+&*+!&+&\&)d
>: # 2n+ (1&e
&2:(log a))m:
. (4.3.3)
Finally, by Lemma 4.3.3, we find a constant C$>0 such that for each * # E
the elements ! and + can be chosen such that &!&, &+&C$. Thus by
enlarging C, the theorem follows from (4.3.3). K
5. THE SPHERICAL VECTOR IN THE REALIZATION
IN Hol(GK, F(*))
Let (?* , H*) be a unitary highest weight representation of G for which
(?K* , F(*)) is H & K-spherical. We denote the natural lift of (?
K
* , F(*)) to a
holomorphic representation of the universal covering group KC
t
of KC by
the same symbol.
Remark 5.1. Recall that (?* , H*) can be realized in the Fre chet space
Hol(D, F(*)) of F(*)-valued holomorphic functions on the Harish-
Chandra realization Dp+ of the hermitian symmetric space GK. In this
realization for all z # D and v # F(*) the point evaluation
H*  C, f [ ( f (z), v)
is continuous, hence can be written as ( f (z), v)=( f, K *z, v) for some
K*z, v # H* . One can show that all vectors K
*
z, v are analytic. Then, if H*
denotes the closure of H* in the nuclear Fre chet space Hol(D, F(*)), the
mapping
r: H&|*  Hol(D, F(*)), & [ r(&); (r(&)(z), v)=&(K
*
z, v)
is a G-equivariant topological isomorphism onto its close image im r=H* .
Thus H&|* is a nuclear Fre chet space, and in particular reflexive (cf.
[Kr98b, Section III] for all that). K
According to Remark 5.1 any unitary highest weight representation
(?* , H*) of G can be realized in Hol(D, F(*)) in such a way that the
module (?&|* , H
&|
* ) of hyperfunction vectors is a closed submodule of
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Hol(D, F(*)). It has been shown in [KNO 97, Theorem II.11] that the
subspace Hol(D, F(*))H of Hol(D, F(*)) consisting of H-invariants is
one-dimensional. If (?* , H*) is H-spherical, so that [0]{(H&|* )
H, then
this shows that
Hol(D, F(*))H=(H&|* )
H.
Thus in principle one can prove that (?* , H*) is H-spherical by picking a
non-zero 8* # Hol(D, F(*))H and showing that it belongs to H* . On the
other hand explicit knowledge of such a generating function 8* plays an
important role if one wants to study intertwining operators T: H* 
L2 (GH) for those (?* , H*) belonging to the discrete series (cf. [O O3 88]).
In [O O3 88] O lafsson and O3 rsted gave a description of 8* for * large and
F(*) one-dimensional. Our technique of embedding into the group case (cf.
Theorem 3.1.4) now enables us to construct 8* explicitly in all cases.
Let us first recall the G-action on Hol(D, F(*)). Lifting the P+KCP&-
decomposition in GC , we get a simply connected complex manifold
P+ KC
t
P& together with a biholomorphic map
P+_ KC
t
_P&  P+ KC
t
P&, ( p+ , k, p&) [ p+ kp&
and we denote by }: P+ KC
t
P&  KC
t
the projection on the middle
component. Note that G can be naturally realized in P+ KC
t
P&.
Recall the definition of the canonical 1-cocycle
J: G_D  KC
t
(g, z) [ }(g exp(z))
and set
KD : D_D  KC
t
, (z, w) [ }(exp(&w ) exp(z))&1.
For * # i t* being dominant integral with respect to 2 +k and (?
K
* , F(*)) the
corresponding representation of KC
t
we set J* :=?K* b J and K* :=?
K
* b KD .
Now the natural action of G on Hol(D, F(*)) is given by
G_Hol(D, F(*))  Hol(D, F(*)), (g } f )(z) :=J* (g&1, z)&1 } f (g&1 } z).
The involution _: gC [ gC , X [ {(X) leaves D invariant, hence defines
an antiholomorphic involution on D (cf. [KNO 97, Lemma II.8]).
Theorem 5.2. Suppose that * # a* is an (h & k)-spherical highest weight
and F(*)  B2 (F(+)) the lC-equivariant embedding from Theorem 3.1.4. Let
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pF(*) : B2 (F(+))  F(*) denote the corresponding orthogonal projection. Then
the prescription
8* : D  F(*), z [ pF(*) (K+ (z, _(z)))
defines a non-zero H-fixed holomorphic function on D.
Proof. Note that K+ is holomorphic in the first variable and
antiholomorphic in the second. Thus the fact that _: D  D is
antiholomorphic implies that 8* is holomorphic.
According to [Ne99, Chap. X], we have
KD (g } z, g } w)=J(g, z) KD (z, w) J(g, w)*
for all g # G and z, w # D. Let h # H, z # D & gc. Note that z=_(z),
_(h } z)=h } _(z) and _(J(h&1, z))=J(h&1, z) (cf. [KnO 97, Lemma II.8]).
We calculate
(h, 8*)=J* (h&1, z)&1 } 8* (h&1 } z)
=J* (h&1, z)&1 } pF(*) (K+ (h&1 } z, _(h&1 } z)))
=J* (h&1, z)&1 } pF(*) (K+ (h&1 } z, h&1 } _(z)))
=J* (h&1, z)&1 } pF(*) (?K+ (J(h
&1, z)) } (K+ (z, z)) } ?K+ (J(h
&1, z))*)
=J* (h&1, z)&1 } pF(*) (?^K+ (J(h
&1, z), J(h&1, z)) } K+ (z, z))
=J* (h&1, z)&1 } pF(*) (?^K+ (J(h
&1, z), _(J(h&1, z))) } K+ (z, z))
=J* (h&1, z)&1 } (?K* (J(h
&1, z)) } pF(*) (K+ (z, z)))
=J* (h&1, z)&1 } (J* (h&1, z) } 8* (z))=8* (z).
Thus h } 8*=8* on D & gc. As both 8* and h } 8* are holomorphic, and
D & gc is a subdomain of identity in D, we call conclude that h } 8*=8* .
It remains to show that 8* {0. For that it suffices to check that 8* (0){0.
But 8* (0)= pF(*) (I ) with I=idF(+) . We have (I, v*){0 as it was shown
in the proof of Theorem 3.1.4(ii) and so pF(*) (I ){0. K
6. AVERAGING OVER H
Throughout this section (?* , H*) denotes a unitary highest weight
representation of G for which (?K* , F(*)) is H & K-spherical.
6.1. The Highest Weight Vector. Recall from Remark 5.1 that H&|* is
a nuclear Fre chet space and in particular reflexive.
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Remark 6.1.1 (Vector valued integration). Let X be a second countable
locally compact space and + a Radon measure on X. Further, let E be a
reflexive locally convex topological vector space. A continuous function
f: X  E is called +-integrable if the prescription
E$  C, * [ |
X
(*, f (x)) d+(x)
defines a continuous linear functional on E$, i.e., an element of E by the
reflexivity or E. If f is integrable, then we denote this element of E the
integral of f and denote it by
|
X
f (x) d+(x).
If, in addition, E is a Fre chet space, then each continuous function f: X  E
is integrable over compact subsets. It is then easy to see that f is integrable
if and only if for each exhaustion n # N Xn=X of X by compact subsets the
limit limn   Xn f (x) d+(x) exists in E and is independent of the chosen
exhaustion.
Proposition 6.1.2. Let (?* , H*) be a unitary highest weight representa-
tion of G for which (?K* , F(*)) is H & K-spherical. If v* is a highest weight
vector, then the vector valued integral
|
H
?* (h) } v* d+H(h)
with values in the Fre chet space H&|* (cf. Remark 6.1.1) converges and
defines a non-zero H-fixed hyperfunction vector if and only if *+\ # E. If
this condition is satisfied and 0{& # (H&|* )
H, then
|
H
?* (h) } v* d+H(h)=
(v* , v*)
(&, v*)
c(*+\) &.
Proof. See [Kr98c, Theorem II.16]. K
6.2. Averaging Analytic Vectors. In this subsection we extend Proposi-
tion 6.1.2 to all analytic vectors. Before we can do that we have to provide
some information on the module of analytic vectors H|* .
Lemma 6.2.1. Let HK* be the Harish-Chandra module of K-finite vectors
associated to ?* . Then HK* is a dense subspace of H
|
* .
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Proof. Suppose that HK* is not dense in H
|
* . Then the HahnBanach
Theorem implies the existence of an element 0{& # H&|* with & | H*K=0.
Fix X # W 0max and set at=Exp(itX) for each t>0. As H
K
* is an algebraic
direct sum of a-weight spaces, we see that ?* (at) defines an isomorphism
?* (at): HK*  H
K
* . Recall that ?* (at) } H
&|
* H
|
* , so that
& b ?* (at) # H|* H* .
Now the density of HK* in H* shows that & b ?* (at)=0 for all t>0. Thus
the characterization of the analytic vectors described at, the beginning of
Section 3 shows that &=0, a contradiction, proving the lemma. K
Lemma 6.2.2. Set H0* :=span[?* (H) } v*]. Then the subspace H
0
* is
dense in H|* . In particular H
0
* is dense in H* .
Proof. Denote by H0*
| the closure of H0* in H
|
* . In view of
Lemma 6.2.1, it suffices to show that H0* $HK* .
Recall from [KNO 97, Lemma A.4] that (?|* , H
|
* ) it is continuous
representation of G and that for each X # g and v # H|* the limit
d?* (X) } v= lim
t  0
1
t
(?* (tX) } v&v)
exists in H|* . In particular, the H-invariance of H
0
* implies that H0*
| is
H-invariant and so U(hC ) } H0*
|H0* . We thus get that U(hC ) } v*
H0*
| and the proof of the lemma will be complete provided we can show
that
U(hC ) } v*=HK* (6.2.1)
holds. Recall that gC =hC aC nC and thus the Poincare BirkhoffWitt
Theorem implies that U(gC )=U(hC ) U(aC ) U(nC ). So we get that
HK* =U(hC ) } v*=U(hC ) U(aC ) U(nC ) } v*
=U(hC ) U(aC ) } v*=U(hC ) } v* .
This proves (6.2.1) and hence the lemma. K
Theorem 6.3.3. Let (?* , H*) be a unitary highest weight representation
of G for which (?K* , F(*)) is H & K-spherical. Assume that *+\+E. Then
(?* , H*) is H-spherical. If 0{& # (H&|* )
H and v* is a highest weight vector,
then for all v # H|* we have
|
H
?* (h) } v d+H(h)=
(v* , v*)
|(&, v*) | 2
c(*+\)(v, &) &.
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Proof. First note that it follows from Proposition 6.1.2 that (?* , H*) is
H-spherical.
Step 1. The assertion is true for all v # H0* .
Replacing & by (1(&, v*) ) &, we may assume that (&, v*)=1 holds. Let
now v=nj=1 cj ?* (hj) } v* be an arbitrary element of H
0
* . Then Proposi-
tion 6.1.2 together with our normalization implies that
|
H
?* (h) } v d+H(h)= :
n
j=1
cj |
H
?* (hhj) } v* d+H(h)
= :
n
j=1
c j |
H
?* (h) } v* d+H(h)
=\ :
n
j=1
cj+ (v* , v*) c(*+\) &
=c(*+\)(v* , v*)\ :
n
j=1
cj(v* , &)+ &
=(v* , v*) c(*+\) \ :
n
j=1
cj(?(hj) } v* , &)+ &
=
(v* , v*)
|(&, v*) |2
c(*+\)(v, &) &,
proving Step 1.
Step 2. The assertion holds for arbitrary v # H|* .
Fix v # H|* . Let H=n # N Hn be an arbitrary exhaustion of H by com-
pact subsets. Since Hn is compact and H  H* , h [ ?* (h) } v is continuous,
each integral over Hn exists, i.e., there exists &n # H* such that
&n=|
Hn
?* (h) } v d+H(h)
holds for all n # N. Let &0 denote the right hand side in the assertion of the
theorem. In view of Remark 6.1.1, it, suffices to show that
&n  &0 in H&|* . (6.2.2)
Let X # int W 0max and set at :=Exp(tX) for all t>0. Then, in view of the
definition of the topology of H&|* , (6.2.2) is equivalent to
(\t>0) ?* (at) } &n  ?&|* (at) } &0 in H* . (6.2.3)
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We claim that (6.2.3) is equivalent to
(\t>0) ?* (at) } &n  ?&|* (at) } &0 weakly in H* . (6.2.4)
Assume that (6.2.4) is true and fix t>0. Let s=t2. Recall that ?* (as) is a
nuclear selfadjoint operator on H* . Thus ?* (as) } &n  ?&|* (as) } &0 weakly
in H* implies that ?* (at) } &n=?* (as) ?* (as) } &n  ?&|* (at) } &0=?* (as)
?&|* (as) } &0 in the norm topology of H* . This proves the equivalence of
(6.2.3) and (6.2.4).
Since H0* is dense in H* by Lemma 6.2.2, (6.2.4) is equivalent to
(\t>0) (\w # H0*) (&n , ?* (at) } w)  (&0 , ?* (at) } w). (6.2.5)
In view of [HiO l96, Lemma 5.4.6], we have at } HHAN, and so ?*(at) }
H0* H
0
* (cf. Step 1 of the proof of [Kr98, Theorem II.16]). Thus (6.2.5)
will be implied by
(\w # H0*) (&n , w)  (&0 , w). (6.2.6)
Note that (6.2.6) means that
|
H
(?* (h) } v, w) d+H(h)=(&0 , w)
for all w # H0* . But Step 1 for fixed w # H
0
* yields that
|
H
(?* (h) } v, w) d+H(h)=|
H
(?* (h&1) } v, w) d+H(h)
=|
H
(v, ?* (h) } w) d+H(h)
=
(v* , v*)
|(&, v*) |2
c(*+\)(v, &)(&, w) =(&0 , w) .
This proves (6.2.6) and hence the theorem. K
Corollary 6.2.4. Assume that *+\ # E. Then we have for all v, w # H*
|
H
(?* (h) } v, w) d+H(h)=
(v* , v*)
|(&, v*) | 2
, c(*+\)(v, &)(&, w) .
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In particular, the prescription
H|* _H
|
*  C, (v, w) [ |
H
(?* (h) } v, w) d+H(h)
defines a continuous sesquilinear form.
6.3. Averaging the Trace. Recall from [Ne99, Chap. XI] that for any
unitary highest weight representation (?* , H*) all operators ?* (s), s # S 0max ,
are the trace class and that the mapping
S 0max  C, s [ tr ?* (s)
is holomorphic.
Theorem 6.3.1. Let (?* , H*) be an H-spherical unitary highest weight
representation of G. Assume that *+\ # E and that (?* , H*) belongs to the
relative discrete series of G. Then we have for all s # S 0max that
|
H
tr ?* (sh) d+H(h)=c(*+\) 3*(s).
Proof. Write d(*)G for the formal dimension of (?* , H*) considered as
a representation in the relative discrete series of G. Let Z denote the center
of G and recall from [Ne97, Lemma 1.5] that
tr ?* (s)=
d(*)G
(v* , v*) |GZ (?* (s) ?* (g) } v* , ?* (g) } v*) d+GZ (gZ) (6.3.1)
for all s # S 0max . Assume that H tr ?* (sh) d+H(h) exists for all s # S
0
max . Fix
now s # S 0max and write s=s1s2 with s1 , s2 # S
0
max . Then (6.3.1) and Fubini’s
Theorem imply that
|
H
tr ?* (sh) d+H(h)=|
H
tr ?* (s1s2h) d+H(h)=|
H
tr ?* (s2hs1) d+H(h)
=
d(*)G
(v* , v*) |GZ |H (?* (s2hs1) ?* (g) } v* , ?* (g) } v*)
_d+H(h) d+gZ (gZ)
=
d(*)G
(v* , v*) |GZ |H (?* (h) ?* (s1 g) } v* , ?* (s2* g) } v*)
_d+H(h) d+gZ (gZ).
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Now Corollary 6.2.4 gives that
|
H
tr ?* (sh) d+H(h)
=
d(*)G
(v* , v*)
(v* , v*)
|(&, v*) |2
c(*+\) |
GZ
(?* (s1 g) } v* , &)
_(&, ?* (s2* g) } v*) d+GZ (gZ)
=
d(*)G
|(&, v*) |2
c(*+\) |
GZ
(?* (g) } v* , ?&|* (s1*) } &)
_(?&|* (s2) } &, ?* (g) } v*) d+GZ (gZ).
Since ?&|* (S
0
max) } H
&|
* H
|
* , we may apply the orthogonality relations
and obtain finally
|
H
tr ?* (sh) d+ (h)H =
d(*)G
|(&, v*) |2
c(*+\)
(v* , v*)
d(*)G
(?&|* (s2) } &, ?
&|
* (s1*) } &)
=
(v* , v*)
|(&, v*) |2
c(*\)(?&|* (s2) } &, ?
&|
* (s1*) } &)
=c(*+\) 3* (s). K
APPENDIX
Smooth Vectors in HilbertSchmidt Representations
Let (g, {) denote a compactly causal symmetric Lie algebra. Further we
denote by (?* , H*) a unitary highest weight representation of G.
In this appendix we show that the smooth vectors in B2 (H*) for the
representation ?^* of G =G_G associated to ?* (cf. Subsection 2.3 for the
notation) are trace class operators. Having this, it, follows easily that the
trace actually defines an H -fixed distribution vector on B2 (H*). This result
is also a consequence of the Automatic Continuity Theorem in [BrDe92,
Theorem 1]. But for the convenience of the reader we provide a short proof
that is adapted to the special situation under consideration.
We write B1 (H) for space of trace class operators with the trace class
norm
&A&1 :=tr( |A| )=tr(- A*A).
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Recall that B1 (H) is the predual of B(H) with respect to the pairing
B1 (H)_B(H)  C, (A, B) [ tr(AB).
Recall the definition of the element Z0 # z(k) & q from Subsection 2.1.
Lemma A.1. Let (?* , H*) be a unitary highest weight representation of G
with highest weight * and (?^, B2 (H*)) the corresponding representation of
G =G_G on the space of HilbertSchmidt operators. We set
D (Z0) := ,
n # N
[v # B2 (H*) : d?^* (Z0)n } v # B2 (H*)].
Then there exists an n # N and a constant C>0 such that
(\v # D (Z0)) &v&1C &d?^* (Z0)n } v&2 .
In particular, all elements of D (Z0) are trace class operators.
Proof. We denote by P(L(*)) the set of all tC -weights of L(*). For each
: # P(L(*)) we denote by m(:) the dimension of the corresponding weight
space L(*):.
Let v # D (Z0). Using the Hilbert space decomposition
H*= @
: # P(L(*))
L(*):
we can decompose B2 (H*) as
B2 (H*)= @
:, ; # P(L(*))
L(*): (L(*);)*.
Here the elements of L(*): (L(*);)*=Hom(L(*);, L(*):) are viewed as
endomorphisms of H* extending them by zero on the other weight spaces.
We expand v=:, ; v:, ; . For simplicity we write Zn0 } v instead of
d?^* (Z0)n } v. In view of Lemma 2.3.2, our assumption on v implies that
:
:, ;
|:(Z0); (Z0)|2N &v:, ; &22 = :
:, ;
&ZN0 } v:, ;&
2
2
=&ZN0 } v&
2
2< (A.1)
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for all N # N0 . If N # N is sufficiently large, then [Ne99, Sect. XII.6]
applied to (?^* , B2 (H*)) implies that
C :=2 \ ::, ; # P(L(*))
m(:) m(;)
|:(Z0); (Z0)| 2N+
12
<.
Let us assume this.
We set V:, ; :=L(*):L(*); and note that v:, ; can be identified with its
restriction v$:, ; : V:, ;  V:, ; to V:, ; . Using the fact that m(:)+
m(;)2m(:) m(;) we obtain the estimate
&v:, ;&1 =&v$:, ;&1=&idV:, ; b v$:, ;&1
&idV:, ; &2 &v$:, ;&2
=|m(:)+m(;)|12 &v:, ;&2
2(m(:) m(;))12 &v:, ;&2 .
From this and (A.1) we finally get
&v&1  :
:, ;
&v:, ;&12 :
:, ;
(m(:) m(;))12 &v:, ;&2
2 :
:, ;
(m(:) m(;))12
|:(Z0)+;(Z0)| N
} |:(Z0); (Z0)|N &v:, ;&2
2 \::, ;
m(:) m(;)
|:(Z0)+; (Z0)| 2N+
12
} \::, ; |:(Z0)+; (Z0)|
2N &v:, ;&22+
12
=C \::, ; |:(Z0)+; (Z0)|
2N &v:, ;&22+
12
=C &ZN0 } v&2 .
This prove the lemma. K
Theorem A.2. Let B2 (H*) the space of smooth vectors of the represen-
tation (?^* , B2 (H*)) of G =G_G. Then B2 (H*)B1 (H*) and the trace
tr: B2 (H*)  C, A [ tr A
is an H -spherical distribution vector of (?^* , B2 (H*)), where H =[(g, g) # G :
g # G] (cf. Example 2.1.1).
Proof. As B2 (H*)D (Z0), Lemma A.1 implies that B2 (H*)
B1 (H*) and that tr is a distribution vector for the representation of G on
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B2 (H*). Finally, as tr(AB)=tr(BA) holds for all A # B1 (H*) and B # B(H*),
it follows that tr is H -fixed because H acts on B2 (H*) by conjugation
h } A=?* (h) A?* (h)&1. K
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